“Is Faith Fact, or Are They
Opposites?”
A fellow Christian friend and I recently got into a discussion
over faith and facts, and I would like your opinion on the
subject. It started by her asking me “Is faith fact?” Well I
replied yes, because our faith is grounded in the fact of the
resurrection, our faith has to be based on something true or
our faith is in vain. She was arguing faith is not fact and it
takes faith to believe in the resurrection in the first place
and she said because we walk by faith not sight that facts are
a “worldly” way of doing things. I feel the Bible teaches fact
and reason as being viable and complimentary to faith. I would
appreciate your biblical opinion on this subject.
Facts and faith are different things, and both are necessary.
In Acts 17 and 1 Corinthians 15 Paul exhorts his readers and
listeners toward an examination of the facts. Paul clearly
believed that the facts of creation, Jesus’ life, death, and
resurrection, made his case for the deity of Christ
reasonable. Facts rarely prove a point but they do indicate
its reasonableness. (That is why in a court room you are asked
to convict beyond a “reasonable” doubt, they don’t say beyond
any doubt). What matters in faith is the object of our faith.
I can believe the sun will not rise tomorrow, but the facts
argue that this is not a reasonable faith. The same is true of
our faith in Christ. I cannot prove that he lived, died, and
rose from the dead, but I can gather facts of history which
make that conclusion not only reasonable, but I believe,
compelling. Based on my faith in the reality and person of
Jesus Christ, I also have faith in the truth of what he said
about spiritual things and future events. There are few facts
if any to back up his statements, only those which verify his
person and events which are significant enough to believe
whatever he said, but there are no specific facts to back up

his claim that He will come again.
I hope this helps.
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